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ABSTRACT

A new lattice structure is described� It is capa�
ble of implementing all paraunitary two�channel
�lter banks where the �lters have complex coe��
cients and yield symmetric wavelet bases� This lat�
tice structure� while being a general design method�
can also be used to actually design the �lter bank�
These �lter banks are� in fact� a special case of
multi�lter banks and can also be related to Golay�
Rudin�Shapiro complementary polynomial pairs�
The applications of such �lter banks are to be found
in subband coding and communications systems�

� INTRODUCTION

The �rst perfect�reconstruction �lter banks were
constructed by several researchers independently
around ���	 
see the appropriate references in ����
Later it was recognized that these �lter banks
are paraunitary and provide orthonormal bases for
the Hilbert space� The lattice structure found by
Vaidyanathan ��� �� is an e�cient way to implement
these �lter banks� It has two important properties�

i without sacri�cing computational e�ciency it
preserves the perfect�reconstruction property even
under the constraints of �nite�word�length arith�
metic� and 
ii it is general� every paraunitary �lter
bank can be implemented using the lattice struc�
ture� The generality of the lattice structure suggests
that it can also be used to design the �lter bank�
However� the three properties� 
i symmetric scal�
ing functions and wavelets� 
ii orthonormality� and

iii real coe�cients can not be achieved simultane�
ously in the design of orthogonal two�channel �lter
banks with real coe�cients� We must give up one of
them� Two�channel orthogonal complex�coe�cient
�lter banks have been recently designed by Lawton
���� Contrary to what is claimed the �lters do not
have linear phase� Nevertheless the scaling func�
tions and wavelets are symmetric� In the paper we

present� for the �rst time� lattice structures for �l�
ter banks with complex coe�cients� These lattice
structures have all the advantages of lattice struc�
tures i� e� all complex coe�cient �lter banks that
yield symmetric limit functions can be obtained as
special cases� The modulation and polyphase ma�
trices of paraunitary �lter banks are paraunitary�
This leads to the properties

H�
z � c z�L �H�
�z 
�

and

H�
z �H�
z � jcj� �H�
�z H�
�z � �d 
�

where jcj� � � and d is an arbitrary constant� The
known paraunitary lattice ��� �� is based on the ma�
trix

Rm �

�
cos �m sin �m
� sin �m cos �m

�
� 
�

The polyphase matrix of every paraunitary �lter
bank can be factored in the following way Hp
z �

�RN �
z RN�� �
z � � �R�

�
� �
� ��

�
�

� PARAUNITARY FILTER BANKS

WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS

Lawton�s construction starts with the lowpass �lter
H�
z in a paraunitary �lter bank with real coe��
cients and replaces every zero ��k with ���k ���� The
orthogonal complex�coe�cient �lter is given by

H�
z � h�
�
� � z��N��
MY
k��

�
�k
�� �kz

��
�� ���k z��
�
� 
	



The advantage of doing this is that symmetry is
possible when there are no zeros on the real axis�
with the exception of zeros at z � ��� This is the
problem � it is di�cult to determine apriori whether
the approximation technique would result in zeros
on the real axis� As a result the design is based
on trial and error� If there are zeros on the real
axis we can still obtain a complex�coe�cient �lter�
but the main advantage � symmetry � will be lost�
The real and imaginary parts are themselves linear�
phase� but the complex �lter is not linear phase�
��� The new lattice

Here we are looking for a lattice� based on a building
block of the type

Rm �

�
� sm
sm �

�
� 
�

where the coe�cients are allowed to be complex�
Clearly paraunitaryness� linear phase and real coef�
�cients cannot be achieved simultaneously� 
They
can be achieved only if the �lter coe�cients become
matrices� The building block must be paraunitary

�Rm Rm � cI 
�

which leads to
sm � s�m � �� 
�

Therefore sm � j rm� where rm is a real number�
The polyphase matrix of every paraunitary �lter
bank which yields symmetric limit functions can be
factored as follows�

Hp
z � T �
z RJ �
z � � �R� � 
�

T �

�
� �
� ��

�
�� �

�
� �
� z��

�

�

are simple paraunitary building blocks�
It must be noted that for real�coe�cient �lter

banks the wavelet basis is symmetric if and only
if the �lters have linear phase� This is not valid for
complex�coe�cient �lter banks� The wavelet ba�
sis functions can be symmetric if the Re and Im
parts are linear phase� The �lters satisfy the prop�
ertis� 
i h�
n � 
��n h��
N � � � n and 
ii
h�
n � h�
N � � � n� h�
n � �h�
N � � � n�
The �lters have symmetric frequency responses with
respect to the origin� we have

Pm
z � Pm��
z � j rmz
�� Qm��
z 
��

Qm
z � jrm Pm��
z � z�� Qm��
z 
��

and
Qm��
z � z���m��� Pm��
z

�� 
��

it can be proven that

Qm
z � z���m��� Pm
z
�� � 
��

By recursion it was established that

QJ 
z � z���J���PJ 
z
�� � 
�	

Finally for the transfer functions of the �lters�
H�
z
H�
z

�
�

�
h
� �
� h�
�

��
� �
� ��

�
�

PJ
z
z��QJ 
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�
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it is obtained

H�
z � h
�
�
PJ 
z � z��QJ 
z

�

��

H�
z � h�
�
�
PJ 
z � z��QJ 
z

�

��

These equations can be used to �nd the impulse re�
sponse coe�cients from the lattice coe�cients� and
vice�versa� to �nd the lattice coe�cients from the
impulse response� From 
�	 it follows thatH�
z �
z��N���H�
z�� and H�
z � z��N���H�
z�� �
Note that the lattice is computationally very e��
cient� If the �lters have N taps� then there are
N�� � � lattice blocks� each requiring 	 real mul�
tiplications and 	 additions� There is a �nal stage
with � complex multiplications� If the polyphase
components are implemented directly then N com�
plex multiplications and additions would be neces�
sary� Asymptotically the computational savings are
on the order of �� percent� The savings are consid�
erable even for �lters of short order�

��� Design of the lattice

The �lter bank can be designed by optimizing the
lattice coe�cients directly so that stop�band energy
of the lowpass �lter

Es �

Z �

�s

jH�
e
j�j� d� 
��

is minimum� First the impulse response is found
from the lattice coe�cients� H�

� 
e
j� is the fre�

quency response of the half�band �lter with posi�
tive frequency response� and numerical integration
can avoided� To provide starting values which are
close to the global optimum the number of lattice
stages in increased gradually by adding two lat�
tice stages at once� The hierarchical property is
observed� where the frequency responses get bet�
ter and better with increasing the number of lattice
stages�

��� Examples

When J � � we have

Hp
z � T �
zR� �
zR� 
��
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Figure �� Fig� � The paraunitary lattice

The �lters have transfer functions

H�
z � � � j r� z
�� � 
r� r� � j r�z

��

� 
r� r� � j r� z
�� � j r� z

�� � z�	 
��
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�� � 
r� r� � j r�z

��

� 
r� r� � j r� z
�� � j r� z

�� � z�	 
��

An important special case are the �lters with max�
imum number of vanishing moments� considered in
���� They can be implemented using the lattice co�
e�cients r� � �������� and r� � ��������� If� how�
ever� the �lters are designed so that the stopband
energy is minimum using the outlined method then
the following values for the lattice coe�cients are
obtained� r� � ���	�	�� and r� � ��������
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Fig� � Frequency responses of a paraunitary pair
with �� taps

� RELATIONSHIPS WITH

MULTIWAVELETS

Multiwavelets are a recent addition to the wavelet
theory ���� The coe�cients of multi�lters are matri�
ces� Since commutativity in general does not hold�
the theory of multi�lters is not a straightforward
extension of the theory of scalar �lter banks� The
advantage of using multi�lters is that orthogonality
and symmetry are possible in the two�channel case�
Multi�lters operate on vector signals and thus can

capture the redundancies present among the com�
ponents of the vectors�
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Fig� � Two�channel multi�lter bank� the signal

processing point of view

The complex�coe�cient �lter banks considered in
this paper are� in fact� a special case of multi�lters�
The two�input two�output multi�lters
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are an orthogonal PR multiwavelet �lter pair�
Since HR

i and HI
i are linear�phase� the multi�l�

ters H� and H� have also linear phase� This
multi�lter bank is commutative� since matrices
of the type 
�� and 
�� commute� The scal�
ing function �
x and the wavelet �
x are vec�
tors� Figs� 	 and � illustrate the limit func�
tions that are obtained starting with e � ����
for ��tap complex �lter bank 
or multi�lter bank
with maximum number of vanishing moments�
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Fig� � Wavelets

Our approach is the only existing general design



technique for orthogonal and linear phase multi�
wavelets�

� COMPLEX TRANSMULTIPLEXERS

Fig� � describes the way communications engi�
neers view �lter banks� If the �lter bank is perfect�
reconstruction� then the transmultiplexer is perfect
as well� In this way we can theoretically double
the number of users if we assign di�erent users
to the real and imaginary parts� The �lter banks
can be arranged in a tree structure to achieve the
bandwidth�on�demand property�
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Fig� � The communications point of view

� RELATIONSHIP WITH

GOLAY�RUDIN�SHAPIRO

POLYNOMIALS

Two polynomials A
z and B
z� with binary coef�
�cients � or �� are complementary if and only if
they satisfy the identity

A
zA
z�� � B
zB
z�� � �l� 
�	

where l is the number of coe�cients� It has re�
mained unnoticed the fact that the �rst perfect�
reconstruction �lter banks were designed in ��	�
by M� Golay�
Proposition � ��� The
Golay�Rudin�Shapiro �GRS� polynomial pairs are
polyphase components of a lowpass �lter in an or�
thogonal maximally�decimated two�channel FIR �l�
ter bank�

These complementary polynomials provide compu�
tationally e�cient 
no multiplications orthonormal
bases for digital signals� It must be noted that such
complementary polynomials are highly nonregular
�lter banks� There are signal processing applica�
tions like spread�spectrum communications where
regularity is not useful� In the context of this pa�
per we can de�ne complementary polynomials with
complex�valued coe�cients ��� j as

A
zA�
z�� � B
zB�
z�� � const� 
��

These complementary polynomials are again the
polyphase components of a complex lowpass �lter
in a paraunitary �lter bank� The multi�lter bank
framework can also be used leading to matrix com�
plementary polynomials ����

� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a new lattice structure for complex�
coe�cient �lter banks was described� All parauni�
tary �lter banks with complex coe�cients that have
linear phase real and imaginary parts can be imple�
mented and the lattice can be used as a general
design method� The new lattice� in fact� imple�
ments one class of orthogonal linear�phase multi�
�lter banks�
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